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ABSTRACT

Motion-Contacto is an exhibition of fourteen interactive ceramic sculptures
and one video. The title references movement with the word Motion and the act
of touching with the Spanish word Contacto. Viewers can play with the pieces
and create sounds. The colors and organic shapes of the objects invite the public
to approach and touch them. The sounds produced by interacting with the work
will entice the viewers to explore the possibilities of physical interaction.
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INTRODUCTION

With Motion-Contacto I wanted to express the movement and the act of
touching the work, including a Spanish word easy for English speakers to
pronounce and guess the meaning. The surface treatment and organic shapes of
the work invite the public to approach and touch the objects.
I feel deeply connected to organic forms. I’m always revisiting them,
constantly fighting between complicated and simple shapes and seeking a
balance between them. For the last two years I have experimented with abstract
and organic shapes to see which ones I find most comfortable to touch, and
which ones produce a different sound quality.
Why sound? When I had my first experience working with clay I started to
realize that once the work is dry I could tell how thin or thick the wall was by
tapping lightly and hearing if the sound it produced signified thinner or thicker
walls. It was through the manipulation of the materials that the sound qualities
were discovered. Even though my work is mostly in clay I also experimented with
large and small metal forms to see what sounds were produced when the
materials and the forms varied.
It is not the musicality of sound that interests me the most but the
interaction with the public. The fact that my sculptures can be touched is a crucial
1

component of my work. The haptic quality is important to me because I want the
textures to invite the viewers to feel the work.
The intention of the work is that the viewer receive a sensorial
experience in addition to a visual hit. Touching and listening creates a more
intimate connection with the work. Viewers are invited to explore what
sounds result from physical interaction, but only if they choose to touch the work.
Because of that it is very important to me that the work is visually strong enough
to stand by itself, and then the sound part adds a playful element.
For the exhibition I worked with different sizes to create variety. All the
sculptures have a sound but only when a person moves them. The larger pieces
are not meant to be lifted but to be moved in circles to get the proper sound
experience, and the smaller pieces can be actually picked up to be played. It was
important to make a video to show the viewers how they might play with the work
if they choose to. If they don’t choose to touch, the video approximates the
experience.
The surface of each piece was achieved with diverse techniques and
always with contrasting and playful colors. I experimented with gloss as opposed
to matte finishes, color planes against textured surfaces, and also different
expressive lines that suggested movement in the work.
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ARTISTIC INFLUENCES

I am inspired by the work of many sculptors, not only ceramists, in form
and color. The following are the ones I consider the most important visual
influences for my current work.
Eva Hild
Eva Hild is a ceramist born in Switzerland. She evokes a feeling of peace
and calm with her sculptures. She is an exceptional artist. Her work is beautiful
and pure, and her organic forms are full of movement. Her process of making her
work fascinates me. She builds every piece focusing on the balance of positive
and negative space, making the surface perfectly smooth. I feel deeply
connected to her shapes but not so much to her color choices, as she works
mostly with black and white.
Gustavo Perez
Gustavo Perez is one of the most important Mexican ceramists. His work
has influenced me since I was an undergraduate student. Perez constantly
experiments with a variety of organic shapes. He uses repetition as a starting
point and then makes small changes. Each work is unique but still part of a
group. In his repetition evokes a musical rhythm celebrating high notes and low
notes in a symphony of visual elements.
3

Alexander Calder
Alexander Calder introduced the element of movement in sculpture,
abandoning the stability of traditional sculpture and adding the variable of time.
Also, his use of bright primary colors inspires my work. He creates a vivid
interplay of visual elements. His mobiles are fun and playful with a delicate
balance.
Anish Kapoor
I am mesmerized by the way he uses so many different materials to
express himself always in a large scale, constantly working with the juxtaposition
of complexity and simplicity, and saturation and repetition as opposed to
minimalism and elegance. He is not afraid of using colors and taking advantage
of walls to enhance the impact of his work.
He said about his work: “When I first showed my work, I was often written
off as a woman artist. My name’s ambiguous enough. And there is something in
the work, of course. I’m always interested in roundness, dark womb spaces,
interiors.”
Judy Chicago
Judy Chicago´s work inspires and overwhelms me at the same time. Her
most famous work, The Dinner Party, is for me very loud. I think she had to be
loud so people could hear her. This work honors women who were ignored in
4

human history. It took her five years to complete the thirty-nine plates, each one
celebrating a woman she admired. These talk to me on so many levels as a
woman, as an artist, as a ceramist, and as a feminist.
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Interaction
The fact that the work can and should be manipulated is important for
me. Combining sculpture with sound creates another sensory stimulus so that
viewers can enjoy a surprising new experience.
The work is interactive in the sense that if viewers touch each piece they
produce a sound, hence the desire to make a series of interactive sculptures
where the work is completed at the moment it is played, breaking the barrier of
the unreachable pedestal, and getting rid of the formality it entails.
Umberto Eco in his book The Open Work discusses the way art can be
only completed by the viewer. That is exactly what I want to do with my work.
Organic female forms
I have been drawn to organic forms since I established the freedom of
doing what I wanted to do, and no longer what my professors wanted me to do.
Female reproductive imagery fascinates me. The resemblances of my work to a
vagina was clear from the beginning, but surprisingly not so clear to others. At
first, I didn’t bother to explain what the vaginal images meant to me; it was my
little secret. I wanted to give people freedom and not limit the viewers to just my
interpretation. I hesitated a lot about openly explaining the connotation of my
forms as I didn’t want to reduce my work to one single concept, and certainly
didn’t want to compete with all the formative history of feminist art.

6

As my forms became more and more obvious what surprised me the most
when I explained that they were all female reproductive forms was the negative
reaction of many people to the word vagina. They liked the shapes of my pieces
until I told them they had something to do with that word. They would frown and
ask why? Some people said that vaginas are not pretty. Why do you want to do
something like that? Most of these bad reactions were from men, but also some
women, although most women´s reactions were positive and encouraging.
These reactions made me question some things. First, why do so many
people feel uncomfortable with the word vagina? What makes a vagina pretty?
Why did their perception of my abstract forms change when I explained what
they represented? But the more bad reactions I got, the more I wanted to keep
doing it.
At first, I didn’t understand how making forms with the shape of vulvas
would make me look feminist. Female and feminism are certainly not the same,
but people often confuse those terms. For me they were just beautiful shapes
that I enjoyed making that represented a wonderful celebration of life. And it was
also my own little secret.
I realize now that the feminist action is not the fact of making these forms
but the act of saying that word and attaching it to an image.
Judy Chicago said in her book Through the Flower:” women artists have
used the central cavity which defines them as women as the framework for an
7

imagery which allows for the complete reversal of the way in which women are
seen in culture. That is: to be a woman is to be an object of contempt and the
vagina, stamp of femaleness, is despised.” (pp, 143)
It is sad for me that these words which were written more than thirty years ago
are still so true. That is the reason I want to use my work to start a conversation
and keep asking why.
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PROCESS

Clay body
The clay I used for all my work is a cone 10 white stoneware, designed to
mature at 2350° F. The formula is:
GoldArt 42.5%
Fireclay 42.5%
Ball Clay 10%
Custer Feldspar 5%
Grog 3% (of the 100%)
Depending on what surface I desired, some sculptures were fired to cone
10, some up to cone 6 and some to cone 06.
Building Process
I used various techniques as I built each sculpture, including slabs over
plaster molds, and coils. The smaller sculptures were made solid, then cut in a
half to make them hollow, and then put back together. All the closed forms have
a structure inside made of coils and little balls of clay in different sizes.
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The internal structure creates different sounds because the little balls roll
around inside as you move the work. These little projections in the inside of every
sculpture create the sound effect of rain. I experimented with different sizes,
thicknesses, and spaces in between the projections, and with different sizes of
the little balls of clay.

Fig. 1. Slab formed in a plaster mold

Fig. 2. Hollow construction of form

Surface treatment
I worked with three different surface treatments:
1. Amaco Velvet underglazes and the underglaze pencil of the same brand.
This required three firings, one for the first layer of color, one for the
pencil lines, and one more for the last color where I put wax first with a
brush and then applied the underglaze. Because of the wax resist the
underglaze only went to the parts without wax, creating an interesting
texture.
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Fig. 3. Stoneware with underglaze

Fig.4. View II

2. Mason stain applied with a tooth brush.
I used mason stain mix with a matte glaze. The recipe for the Egg matte
glaze I found in John Britt´s book Complete Guide to Mid-Range Glazes:
Glazing and Firing at Cones 4-7.
I mixed 50% glaze and 50% mason stain and then added water until the
glaze had a creamy consistency. I then soaked the brush in the glaze and
shook the brush to apply the glaze on to the surface creating a texture
with little dots of color.

Fig.5. Cone 6 stoneware
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3. Sanded Acrylic layers.

Fig.6. Cone 10 stoneware

After I fired the work to cone 10 I applied one layer of acrylic color and let
it dry for a day. I applied more layers going from brighter to darker colors.
I then let all the layers dry and sanded the surface to expose the colors
underneath.
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THE WORK

I decided to show fourteen sculptures in the exhibition- five small ones, four
medium ones, and five big ones. The decision was made based on which ones I
determined to be the most successful in sound and color.
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Internalized space I

Fig. 7.

2018. Cone 06 Stoneware, 7in x 6in x 3in.
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Internalized space II

Fig. 8.

Cone 10 Stoneware, 6.5in x 5in x 3in.
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Internalized space III

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Cone 10 Stoneware, 7in x 7in x 3in.

Internalized space III. View II
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Internalized space IV

Fig, 11.

Fig, 12.

2018. Cone 10 Stoneware, 5in x 8in x 2in.

,

View II
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Internalized space V

Fig. 13.

Fig. 14.

2018. Cone 10 Stoneware, 6.5in x 6in x 2.5in.

View II
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Yellow necklace

Fig. 15.

Fig. 16.

2018. Cone 6 Stoneware, 21in x 12in x 4in.

.

View II.
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Mi Chiquita

Fig. 17.

2018. Cone 6 Stoneware, 14in x 16in x 11in.
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Chubby

Fig. 18.

2018. Cone 10 Stoneware, 17in x 15in x 10in.
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Pink obsession

Fig, 19.

2018. Cone 10 stoneware, 15in x 14in x 10.5in.
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Womb

Fig. 20.

2018. Cone 6 Stoneware, 12in x 12in x 12in.
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Blue seeds

Fig. 21.

Fig. 22.

2018. Cone 6 Stoneware, 10in x 19in x 10in.

View II
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Feel the beat

Fig. 23.,

Fig. 24.

2018. Cone 10 Stoneware, 10in x 18in x 7in.

.

View II
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Winter season

Fig, 25.

Fig. 26. 2018.

2018. Cone 06 Stoneware, 12in x 16in x 12.5in.

View II.
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Temperament

Fig. 27.,

Fig. 28.

2018. Cone 6 Stoneware, 11.5in x 17in x 7in.

View II
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THE VIDEO
The video shows how to play with the work to hear the sound each piece
produces.

Fig. 29. Shot of the video. View I.

Fig. 30. Shot of the video. View II.

Fig. 31. Shot of the video. View III.

Fig. 32. Shot of the video. View IV,
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